KEYSCAPE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND GROUND MODELING
SOFTWARE

Who?

What?

Why?

Landscape Architects and
Landscape Designers

A single solution that enables
you to quickly create small or
large landscape projects

Cuts your design time in half,
eliminates errors and
improves collaboration

WHO IS KEYSCAPE FOR?
KeySCAPE is made for landscape architects and landscape designers.

WHAT IS KEYSCAPE?
KeySCAPE is an add-on for AutoCAD which offers a comprehensive suite of tools enabling you to quickly
create small or large landscape projects without the need for additional software.

GENERATE A TOPOGRAPHIC FROM SITE DATA

CREATE SECTIONS FROM GROUND MODELS

WHY CHOOSE KEYSCAPE?

CREATE AND MODIFY PLANTING PLANS

KeySCAPE cuts your design time in half, eliminates
errors and improves collaboration allowing you to
better respond to your clients needs, build credibility
and win more business.
KeySCAPE relies on a single source of the truth.
Its extensive features inside one AutoCAD package
mean there is no need to keep switching between
multiple applications or maintain several copies of
files in different locations, just create and edit once.
This reduces the risk of error, saves you time and
aids smooth collaboration on projects.
The flexibility of KeySCAPE allows you to customize
the system so workflows can be streamlined.
Compliance to industry standards means more time
can be spent designing and less time ensuring
conformance.

CONCEPT, SKETCH AND DETAIL DESIGN

KeySCAPE is available to run on the currently
supported versions of AutoCAD and Windows
and is available as a standalone application
(KeySCAPE LT) that includes its own AutoCAD
(OEM) engine.

KEYSCAPE
AT A GLANCE

have been really impressed with the
“ We
flexibility that the KeySCAPE software
provides in terms of tailoring graphics and
specifications for individual projects.

• 3D visualization and plotting tools
• Ground modeling and site assessment
• Generate your own product graphic libraries

”

Nicola Brown (BA) Hons, BlandArch, CertUD,
MLI, Director, David Huskisson Associates

• Unique pattern polyline creator/manager
• Export to Autodesk Revit and IFC for BIM

collaboration

For Technical Specifications please visit:
https://www.keysoftsolutions.com/products
/keysoft-landscape/keyscape/
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